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 INFORMED CONSENT FORM

https://drgut.org

INFORMED CONSENT FOR DIABETES HOLISTIC EVALUATION, CANCER HOLISTIC EVALUATION, OXYGEN 
OZONE THERAPY, PVT THERAPY (Physical vascular microcirculation therapy), IVT THERAPY 
(intermittent vacum therapy), INFRA RED LIGHT THERAPY, POST OP REHAB THERAPY, PAIN 
MANAGEMENT THERAPY, VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTATION THERAPY, NUTRIENT DENSE FOOD THERAPY, 
HERBAL MEDICINAL THERAPY 

I hereby voluntarily consent to receive , the above treatment/s for my present and future health 
condition.  

Diabetes Holistic Evaluation: 

Diabetes is a condition where not enough insulin is produced in the body.  Insulin is a hormone made by 

the pancreas which controls the absorption and release of sugar and fat in the body. Insulin Resistance is a 
pathological condition in which cells fail to respond normally to the hormone insulin, in contrast, when 
the body produces insulin under conditions of insulin resistance, the cells are resistant to the insulin and 
are unable to use it as effectively, leading to high blood sugar. Our clinic strives to provide optimal, 
comprehensive advice and care to children and family, via chronic disease self – management education, 
various therapies listed on our protocol’s and lifestyle management. 

Cancer Holistic Evaluation: 

Regardless of the cancer's aggressiveness, the body will respond to this holistic approach - the speed and 
degree to which it does so is commensurate with the diligence and extent to which these eight factors are 
applied. No cancer treatment, conventional or otherwise, comes with an iron-clad guarantee; however, it's 
important to consider that orthodox treatments ravage the body and ignore the underlying causes while 
alternative treatments strengthen the body and address its healing requirements. Reason and logic side 
with alternative therapies. 

Oxygen Ozone Sauna Therapy: 

The use of a sauna should be an important part of any detoxification program. The sauna increases the 
eliminative, detoxifying and cleansing capacity of the skin by stimulation of the sweat glands and also 

promotes healthy skin tone and texture due to increased blood circulation. Using the steam sauna with 
ozone allows the steam to surround the body and ozone can be introduced through the skin. Humid heat 
opens the pores, which allows the ozone through the skin to the bloodstream, where it can travel to the fat 
and lymph tissue. It is very important to cleanse the lymph tissue of toxins and the ozone/steam sauna is 
the easiest and best way to accomplish this. 
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BEMER – Physical Vascular Microcirculation Therapy: 

BEMER is the world’s most effective Physical Vascular Therapy currently available. Chronic medication 

manages symptoms of disease whereas PVMT  positively influences the underlying causes of chronic 
disease by gently improving blood circulation parameters, immune system function and bone cell 
proliferation. Every single living cell in your body needs a consistent supply of oxygen and nutrients and 
an efficient waste removal system – this takes place in the microcirculation comprising all the capillaries 
in your body. Without adequate oxygen and nutrients and the efficient removal of waste products, your 
cells cannot metabolize correctly, less ATP is manufactured in the cells and the intracellular space 
becomes acidic. This is the underlying cause of most non-communicable diseases (chronic diseases of 

lifestyle) 

EAR ACUPUNCTURE 

Needle insertion into specific points on the ear, stimulating these points to 
promote healing, releases emotional trauma,stress,enhances immune system, 
reduces need for pharmaceuticals, aids in weight loss, assists with ADHD, 
increases insulin production for diabetes, reduces drug addiction, aids in 
depression and bin- polar tendencies. Ancient Medicince

Infra-Red Light Therapy: 

Infrared Light Therapy, is the treatment of a disorder by exposure to specific wavelengths of light 

using light-emitting diodes(LEDs), controlled with various devices. The light is administered for a 
prescribed amount of time. Light therapy has been shown to deliver powerful therapeutic 
benefits to living tissues and organisms. In the same way that plants use chlorophyll to convert 
sunlight into plant tissue, light emitted can trigger natural intracellular photo biochemical 
reactions in our bodies. Plants must have the sunlight to grow. Our cells benefit from light 
therapy.  

Post Op Rehab Therapy 

Utilizing PVT AND IVT THERAPY,  See PVT AND IVT Therapy descriptions above, Vacumed and Bemer. 

Pain Management Therapy: 

Utilizing PVT AND IVT THERAPY, See PVT AND IVT Therapy descriptions above, Vacumed and Bemer. 
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Vitamin Supplementation Therapy: 

Vitamin supplementation in large dosages is increasingly common.  Often, such 
supplementation is used in an attempt to improve an individual's health status.  In moderate 
dosages, supplementation with vitamin E (tocopherols) shows promise as a lipid antioxidant, 
and may reduce the risk of coronary disease. Tailor made vitamin therapy is administered 
according to your blood results depicting any deficiencies in nutrients and highlighting bacteria, 
viral, fungal and parasitic infections in the body. 

Nutrient Dense Food Therapy: 

There is only a limited amount of food you can eat in a single day. In order to maximize the amount of 
nutrients you take in, it makes sense to spend your “calorie budget” wisely. Eat the foods that carry the 
greatest amount and variety of nutrients. Consume nutrient dense foods such as salmon, kale, Blueberries 
etc, etc. Nutrient dense food is administered in a protocol programme, tailor made to suit your cellular and 
molecular and cellular needs. 

Herbal Medicinal Therapy: 

Herbal medicine, also known as herbalism or botanical medicine, is a medical system based 
on the use of plants or plant extracts that may be eaten or applied to the skin. Since ancient 
times, herbal medicine has been used by many different cultures throughout the world to treat 
illness and to assist bodily functions. 

 By signing this form below I show that, 

1. I have read, or have had read to me, the information on this consent form.

2. I understand the possible risks and complications involved

3. I have had the opportunity to discuss the consent form with my practitioner

4. I understand that I can request more information at any time if desired.

5. I consent to receiving treatment that involves the above procedures

6. I understand that I have the right to refuse any treatment at any time.

7. I understand that this refusal may affect the expected outcomes/results

______________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Patient, Parent, Guardian or Personal Representative  

______________________________________________________________ 
 Please print name of Patient, Parent, Guardian or Personal Representative 

_____________________ Date 

_____________________ Relationship to Patient 


